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THE HIGHLIGHTS
The 2020.1 release introduces new features, which focus on connectivity, security, and improved
efficiency, as well as a new look for PlanetPress Connect and PReS Connect.

Continuing our focus on connectivity – DocuWare and Microsoft 365
connectors





Dynamic Tables reinvented – Improved Insert Detail Table wizard and
Nested Detail Data support





OL Connect Send – Safer printing with Print Authorization, and enhanced
user experience with improvements to the driver and installer





Unlocking performance bottlenecks – Skip Content Creation step





Streamline operations – Runtime parameters for the DataMapper













Trigger processes efficiently – New and improved input tasks in Workflow
Addressing security concerns – MySQL update
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Continuing our focus on
connectivity - DocuWare and
Microsoft 365 connectors

Dynamic Tables reinvented
- Improved Insert Detail Table
wizard and Nested Detail Data
support



DocuWare

The new DocuWare connectors simplify the
integration with the popular ECM system and allow
the:
o

Upload and download of documents to or from
DocuWare, in the cloud or on premise

o

Storage of delivery notes in DocuWare when
implementing our Proof of Delivery Solution

o

Archiving of invoices or download attachments
with our Accounts Receivable Solution

This new version uses the
TLS 1.2 protocol since
DocuWare is discontinuing
support for SSL to increase
security.

The new DocuWare
connectors can be
downloaded from
help.objectiflune.com

Microsoft 365 - OneDrive and Email

New Microsoft 365 OneDrive and Email input and
output tasks are now available in Workflow to allow an
easy integration with these very popular services.
o

The OneDrive input and output tasks enable
processes to retrieve files from and post to any
OneDrive account in the organization’s Microsoft
365 services.

o

The Email input and output tasks allow processes
to access any mailbox in the organization’s
Microsoft 365

Building more sophisticated tables including
additional information for documents such as invoices
and statements is now easier with a revamped wizard
and nested detail data support. Designers can now
focus more on designing the document rather than
figuring out how to make these complicated tables work.
Setting up dynamic tables is easy within the user
interface with the Dynamic Table Builder, and for
further fine-tuning advanced users can use the new
HTML attributes to add data and modify the structure
without writing a single script! And it supports nested
detail data!

OL Connect Send - Safer printing with
Print Authorization, and better user
experience with improvements in the
driver and installer
OL Connect Send driver can now be configured with
an API key, a method widely used for authorization
purposes. Service providers consolidating ad hoc mail
or businesses centralizing printing jobs from remote
employees can now use API keys to determine if jobs
submitted come from an authorized user and if they
should process them or not. Because the API feature
allows authorization checks to be made before the job
is processed, credits are not consumed for
unauthorized job transfers.
The installation experience is also improved with an
interactive installer with presets and furthermore
the driver’s properties and default settings have
been fine-tuned to work better with other
applications.
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DataMapper improvements

Managing sample data files greatly
improved



Unlocking performance bottlenecks
– Skip content creation step

External Drag & Drop: You can now select
the location of the dropped file(s) within the list.

The Content Creation step can be very timeconsuming and is almost always the bottleneck in
creating any OL Connect job. Where it’s not needed,
for example, when dealing with print-ready files (e.g.
PDF, PS, PCL, AFP), it can now be skipped.*

Internal Drag & Drop: Change the location of the file
in the list.

The OL Connect Server REST API has been modified so
that these files can be sent to the DataMapper engine,
which in turn generates a DataSet as well as a
ContentSet. Once the file has been processed, the Job
Creation and Output Creation operations can then be
executed without requiring the Content Creation
step to be run. This new functionality brings
significant performance improvements to the
processing of print-ready files.
*For advanced users, requires scripting.

Streamline operations with runtime
parameters for the DataMapper
When calling applications, including Workflow, it’s
now easy to pass the proper parameters to the data
mapping config without having to open it up first to
see what it expects to receive. This results is usability
and productivity improvements for users, and ensures
parameters are passed in a consistent manner and set
up correctly.
The changes have been implemented in the
DataMapper, Workflow and REST API. The Workflow
Data Mapping task will now display the default value
that was specified in the data mapping config, which
can be changed to use any of the dynamic values
available in Workflow. Under the hood, the changes in
the REST API make the data mapping config less
Workflow oriented, removing the dependency on it
and opening the door to 3rd party automation
applications.



New options are implemented in the context menu
and in buttons next to the list to allow the move of
files up/down or to the top/bottom of the list.

Trigger processes efficiently with
new and improved input tasks in
Workflow
New input tasks: It is now possible to trigger
processes based on the results of a Database Query
or File Count.
Improved input tasks: The HTTP, NodeJS, and LPD
input tasks are now truly trigger-based to avoid
wasting precious CPU cycles while needlessly polling
for new files.

Addressing security
concerns MySQL update





The bundled database is updated to the latest version
to avoid being flagged as a security risk and cause
needless concerns. The new packaged database will
only be installed with new installations, existing users
who want to upgrade their packaged database will
have to start with a fresh database.
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